A service station on the D’Aguilar Highway is all that is left of the flourishing township of Colinton that once boasted a condensery employing forty-four people. The Colinton War Memorial, now sited in a park near the service station, was the first monument in Queensland outside a cemetery to commemorate soldiers serving in WWI. It is inscribed “Our Boys” and lists 43 local men, 7 of whom did not return.

Another significant structure along this section is the Yimbun Tunnel, the only tunnel along the Brisbane Valley rail line. It was sufficiently novel for the ‘navvies’ to inscribe the year 1910 on top when the first train went through.”
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In the early days of the rail trail everyone had to negotiate numerous closed gates. Recently grids have been installed along most of the trail allowing cyclists to continue rolling instead of stopping. Be aware that the grid is not designed for pedestrians due to the wide gaps.